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APPLICATION 1 , PART 1 DATA COLLECTION ( C ++ ) 

System parses default run - time 
arguments and load required 

packages . libraries . peripherals 

Grab image 
from camera 

Log Error & 
Exit Image source valid 

Make the siatus LED glow RED indicaling 
successful camisa detection . 

Create an image buffer variable to hold the latest image 
franie , load neural network weights , initialize the YOLD 

Tully convolution al nourat notwork ( FCNN ) 
Repeat 

Spawn 4 non - olucking threads that 
execute different tasks in parallel . 
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Fetch the latest 
image frame from 
the camera 

stored flag Success ? of ( x , y ) orel 
No 

box a prediction that Se io 1 the thread 
Log Error & 

Exit 

Process the image buffer contents . 
The fully convolutional neural network 
( FCNN ) is applied to the entire image 
once . The image is divided into a 7x7 grid . Esch grid cell classifies its contents based on the neural network's 
bounding boxes around the predictions greatest class - specific probability score . A bounding box is 

drawn around best encompasses the boundaries of a predicted object The confidence 
probability scores encode bodr the probability of the object class appearing in the box and how well the predicted box fits the 
Overalt , each bounding box has 5 elements : ( x , y ) center coordinates in ( w.h ) width and height of box ! ) pixels , and box confidence 
score as a probability between 0 and 1 . 
The bounding boxes with a high 
confidence score ( over 0.34 ) are 
retained as the final prediction of 
objects in the image , 

Write the location and 
tracking data of the 
bounding boxes for 
Clasz " person in the 
current inage buffer , 
12 a local text file . Timestamped entries 
coordinates of the center of the bottom edge of the predicted bounding box , along 
with the associated tracking 10 is written . 
recorded location best 
copresents the location 
of the foot of a 

" person " on the ground 
plane new data file 
is created every thirty 
Seconds to avoid file corruption due to 
multiple simultaneous read / write operations 
over extended periods . 
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Grab a screenshot from 
the camera and save it locally This thread repeatedly 
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variable . The value of the flag is set by the user in the portal . If the flag is 
set 1 . Se caplures an 
from the camera and saves it locally . The status LED toggles GREEN to provide visua ! 
continnation of 
successlul screen - grab , 3 reset to 0 only 
when the thread receives 
confirmation that the 
screenshot has been successfully transmitted 
la the user 
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The flag pix 

Fill image butter 
with the latest 
fetched image . 
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APPLICATION 1. PART 1 DATA COLLECTION ( C ++ ) 

System parses default run - time 
arguments and load required 
packages , libraries , peripherals 

Grab image 
from camera 

Log Error & 
Exit image source valid 

Make the status LED glow RED indicating 
successful camera detection , 

Create an image buffer variable to hold the latest image 
frame , load neural network weights , initialize the YOLO 

fully convolutional neural network ( FCNN ) 
Repeat 

Spawn 4 non - blocking threads that 
execute different tasks in parallel . 

Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3 Thread 4 

Fetch the latest 
image frame from 
the camera , 

Success ? 
No 

Log Error & 
Exit 

Process the image buffer contents . 
The fully convolutional neural network 
( FCNN ) is applied to the entire image 
once . The image is divided into a 7x7 
grid . Each grid cell classifies its 
contents based on the neural network's 
pre - trained weights and generates 2 
bounding boxes around the predictions 
with greatest class - specific confidence 
probability score . A bounding box is 
box drawn around a prediction that 
best encompasses the boundaries of a 
predicted object . The confidence 
probability scores encode both the 
probability of the object class 
appearing in the box and how well the 
predicted box fits the object . 
Overall , each bounding box has 5 
elements : ( x , y ) center coordinates in 
pixels , ( w , h ) width and height of the 
box in pixels , and box confidence 
score as a probability between 0 and 1 . 
The bounding boxes with a high 
confidence score ( over 0.34 ) are 
retained as the final prediction of 
objects in the image . 

Write the location and 
tracking data of the 
bounding boxes for 
class " person " in the 
current image buffer , 
in a local text file . 
Timestamped entries 
of ( x , y ) pixel 
coordinates of the 
center of the bottom 
edge of the predicted 
bounding box , along 
with the associated 
tracking ID is written 
into a file . The 
recorded location best 
represents the location 
of the foot of a 
* person " on the ground 
plane . A new data file 
is created every thirty 
seconds to avoid file 
corruption due to 
multiple simultaneous 
read / write operations 
over extended periods . 

Grab a screenshot from 
the camera and save it 
locally . 
This thread repeatedly 
checks the value of a 
locally stored flag 
variable . The value of the 
flag is set by the user in the portal . If the flag is 
set to 1 , the thread 
captures an image frame 
from the camera and 
saves it locally . The 
status LED toggles 
GREEN to provide visual 
confirmation of 
successful screen - grab . 
The flag is reset to 0 only 
when the thread receives 
confirmation that the 
screenshot has been 
successfully transmitted 
to the user . 

Yes 

Fill image buffer 
with the latest 
fetched image . 
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The centers of the bounding boxes for class " person " are 
tracked across image frames . At the beginning , each box 
of class " person " is assigned a unique numeric identifier , 
called the tracking ID . When a new set of bounding 
boxes are predicted in the subsequent image frames , the 
algorithm compares the distance between the bounding 
box centers in the previous frame to that in the current 
frame and finds the closest one - to - one correspondence 
between the boxes . If the distance between a box in the 
current frame and that in the previous image frame is 
less than a pre - set distance , the tracking ID of the box in 
the previous frame is assigned to the matching box in the 
current frame . 

If a location of a bounding box predicted in the previous 
frame is not closely replicated in the current frame , the 
last known location of the box is held . The algorithm tries 
to find its close associate in the subsequent frames 
within a preset radius around the " ast seen " location . If 
no association is found for the box in 18 subsequent 
frames , it is declared lost and its tracking ID is erased 
from the history . Such a situation may arise when a 
person being tracked exits the camera's field of vision or 
gets occluded by an opaque object . The algorithm 
accounts for such a temporary loss of detection by 
retaining the last known location of the person in 
anticipation of their return in the surround area for up to 
23 seconds ( 18 frames ) before deciding to remove their 
tracking ID from its database . 

Each new bounding box that is predicted in the current 
frame that has no tracking history is assigned a new 
unique tracking IDs . 

? 
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No Wait for other 
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Have all 4 threads 
finished ? 
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APPLICATION 1 , PART 2 DATA REPLAY ( Python ) 
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COMPUTER VISION SYSTEM THAT Camera with Distortion Model 
PROVIDES INFORMATION RELATIVE TO 

ANIMAL WELLNESS AND A camera with a distortion model is as follows : 
HABITAT / INTERVENTION DESIGN Let : 

5 

BACKGROUND ( 4 ) 
Xh 

Yh 
Field of the Invention 

Y ' 
Z 10 

This invention relates to computer vision , and more 
particularly , to computer vision systems that provides infor 
mation regarding animal wellness and habitat / intervention 
design . 

be the homogeneous point , 
p2 = x , ? + yn ? ( 5 ) 

the squared 2D radius from the optical center , R1 , R2 , R3 the 
radial and T1 , T2 the tangential distortion coefficients . The 
distorted homogeneous point in camera coordinate system 
( xhd , yhd ) is given by : 

15 

Description of the Related Art 

( 6 ) COD = 697B ( 1 + R1 r2 + R2x + + R3r ] Xn + 2T1 xh yn + T2 ( x2 + 2 ( xh ) ? ) 
( 1 + R1 r2 + R2r + + R3 ) yn + 2T2 xhYn + T1 ( 2 + 2 ( yn ) ? ) 

25 The pixel coordinate ( xd , yd ) of the 3D point projection 
with distortion model is given by : 

The video captured by a camera is usually streamed and 20 
hence , lacks privacy . The video stream and camera param 
eters are used to detect people and relay infield coordinates . 
Camera parameters include but are not limited to : Camera 
height , angle of the camera via the y axis and the ground , 
taking image data and make sense of the camera data no 
matter how it is set up , and the like . 

The external camera parameters are different for each 
image . They are given by : 
T = ( Tx , Ty , Tz ) the position of the camera projection 30 

center in world coordinate system . 
R the rotation matrix that defines the camera orientation 

with angles w , Q , K ( PATB convention . ) 

CX fx hd ( 7 ) ( * ) -- Le + 
y 

Where f is the focal length in pixel , and ( cx , cy ) the 
principal point in pixel coordinates . 

35 Fisheye Lens 
R = Rx ( W ) Ry ( O ) Rz ( K ) ( 1 ) 

cos ( 0 ) 0 sin ( 0 ) 1 0 0 

0 cos ( w ) -sin ( w ) 
O sin ( w ) cos ( W ) 

cos ( K ) -sin ( K ) 0 
sin ( k ) cos ( k ) 0 

The distortion for a fisheye lens is defined by : 
The parameters C , D , E , F that describe an affine defor 

mation of the circular image in pixel coordinates . 
The diagonal elements of the affine matrix can be related 

to the focal length f : 
= 0 1 0 

0 -sin ( 0 ) O cos ( 0 ) 40 0 

- sinkcos o coskcos 
cosksinwsino + 

sinkcosw 

sing 
- sinucoso COSKCOSW - 

20 ( 8 ) 
HT sinksinw 

sinksinwsino 
sinkcoswsin 0 + 

cosksinw 
coswcoso 45 

COSKC Sicoswsino 

If X = ( X , Y , Z ) is a 3D point in world coordinate system , 
its position X ' = ( X ' , Y ' , Z ' ) in camera coordinate system is 50 
given by : 

The off - diagonal elements are connected to the distortion 
of the projected image circle , which , in the most general 
case , can be a rotated ellipse . 
The coefficients p2 , p3 , p4 of a polynomial : 

p = 0 + p26 +230 +0,04 ( 9 ) 

Where : 
X ' = R * ( x - 7 ) 

55 
X2 + y 2 ( 10 ) A camera without a distortion model is given as follows : 

The pixel coordinate ( xu , yu ) of the 3D point projection 
without distortion model is given by : 

2 
= -arctan 1 : 0 € [ 0 , 1 ] Z ! 

( 3 ) 60 fX ' 
Z 

The pixel coordinate ( xd , yd ) of the 3D point projection 
with a fisheye distortion model is given by : 

Cx 

( 11 ) --0 ) 65 

Where f is the focal length in pixel , and ( cx , cy ) the 
principal point in pixel coordinates . 
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coupled to the camera . The user interface is configured to 
perform accelerated parallel computations in real - time on 
the plurality of image frames acquired by the camera . The 

( 12 ) system detects and tracks animal wellness and habitat / 
5 intervention design . 

px ' 
X12 + y2 ( " ) = VX2 + y2 ?Y ' ' 
X2 + y 2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

10 

15 

20 

30 

35 

FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of a computer vision And ( cx , cy ) is the principal point in pixel coordinates . system of the present invention . 
FIG . 2 illustrates one embodiment of a computer vision Camera Rig External Parameters system of the present invention illustrating a camera's field 

of view A camera rig consists of multiple cameras that are con FIG . 3 is a flow chart that illustrates one embodiment of nected together with geometric constraints . A camera rig has 
the following characteristics : an application of the computer vision seem of the present 
One camera is taken as reference ( master ) camera with a invention , where a python script in the system is dedicated 

given position Tm , and orientation Rm in world coordinates . to relaying the log files , both data and error , to the server , and 
All the other cameras are secondary cameras with position the script deletes the local copy of the files once they have 

Ts and orientation Rs in world coordinates . been posted to the server . 
For each secondary camera , the relative translation Trel FIG . 4 is a flow chart that of the present invention where 

and rotation Rrel with respect to the reference camera is cronjobs run periodically every minute and restart any script 
known . that is not executing as desired . 

The position and orientation for secondary rig cameras are FIG . 5 illustrates one embodiment of the present inven 
defined w.r.t. the reference ( master ) camera such that : 25 tion where a field of view if monitored . 

Ts = Tm + RmIrel ( 13 ) FIG . 6 is a flow chart that illustrates one embodiment of 
an application of the computer vision system of the present 

R = Rmrel ( 14 ) invention , where the system software code runs multiple 
The position X ' of a 3D point in the reference ( master ) concurrent threads , each performing a single task . 

camera coordinate system is given by : FIG . 7 illustrates one embodiment of the present inven 
tion where different zones can overlay as different layers . 

X ' = R TX - 1 ) ( 15 ) 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION The position X ' of a 3D point in the coordinate system of 

a secondary camera is given by : 
In one embodiment , illustrated in FIG . 1 , a computer X ' = R [ R ,, ' ( X - T . ) - Toll ( 16 ) vision system 10 is provided . In one embodiment system 10 

Once the 3D point in camera coordinates is calculated , the uses a processor 13 to perform accelerated parallel compu 
projection works in the same way as for any other camera tations in real - time on a series of image frames acquired by 

There is a need to provide an improved computer vision a camera 14 coupled to it . In one embodiment system 10 
detection system . 40 anonymously detects and tracks people within a target field 

that is captured by the camera 14 , FIG . 2. In one embodi 
SUMMARY ment , system 10 includes user interface 38 , a processor 13 , 

camera 14 , LED 22 which can provide RGB status indica 
An object of the present invention is to provide a com- tion , extended USB ports 15 , housing with wall mounting 

puter vision system with a wherein the system detects and 45 brackets , an external power supply 17 , cellular - to - ethernet 
tracks animal wellness and habitat / intervention design . conversion router 21 , external USB expansion hub 23 , and 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a pre - loaded software executed on a Nvidia Jetson TX2 
computer vision system that detects and tracts animal habi- embedded platform 25. System 10 does not stream unmodi 
tat . fied / complete video , as more fully set forth hereafter . In one 
A further object of the present invention is to provide a 50 embodiment system 10 is coupled to a cloud server 20 , 

computer vision system that detects and tracts animal inter- includes a database 26 , and a SIM card USB 27 . 
vention design . As a non - limiting example , system 10 can include : a 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a Nvidia Jetson TX2 embedded platform 25 which features an 
computer vision system that detects animal health and NVIDIA PascalTM Architecture processor 13 , 2 Denver 
safety . 55 64 - bit CPUs , 8 GB RAM , Connectivity to 802.11ac Wi - Fi , 

Still another object of the present invention is to provide Bluetooth - Enabled Devices , and 10 / 100 / 1000BASE - T Eth 
a computer vision system that detects animal evacuation ernet , a single USB3 Type A port , GPIO ( General Purpose 
routes . Input Output ) stack , and many more peripherals . In one 
A further object of the present invention is to provide a embodiment the board comes with an external AC Adapter , 

computer vision system that detects animal evacuation 60 which as a non - limiting example can be 19V . 
assuredness . In one embodiment due to lack of enough USB Type A 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a ports on the Nvidia embedded board 25 , the system 10 uses 
computer vision system that detects animal responder way- an external USB expansion hub 23 to connect a USB camera 
finding 14 that serves as the source of input to the system 10 , and 
These and other objects of the present invention are 65 to power the cellular - to - ethernet router 21. The addition of 

achieved in , a computer vision system . A camera captures a the external USB expansion hub 23 makes it possible for the 
plurality of image frames in a target field . A user interface is system 10 to use cellular network as its means to connect to 
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the internet and communicate with the server 20. If absent , ing constant video surveillance . As a non - limiting example 
the system can communicate only through Wi - Fi or LAN . system 10 processing is used in near real time for the 

In order to convey system status to the user the processor reduction of excessive stimuli for individuals who need to 
13 has an embedded board with a “ Status LED ” , that has focus on and / or identify specific phenomena or details . 
been programmed to reflect the functioning of system 10 5 As a non - limiting example , system 10 the processing of 
through specific color codes . The status LED visually con- images from the monitored field and storage of only those 
firms that the system 10 is up and running as desired , elements of the processed image that are relevant to the 
diagnoses sources of malfunction , and indicates the cause ( s ) deployment can be used in at least one of : wellness / mind 
via the LEDs . The status LED is programmed to indicate any fulness / and stress reduction , by allowing a user to interact 
change in system 19 state almost instantly . 10 with the world with selected or non selected stimuli removed 

In one embodiment router 21 converts cellular network to or reduced . 
Ethernet . The system connects to its server 20 through In one embodiment the software used in system 10 has 
cellular network , thereby augmenting the board's native two parent processes running concurrently . The first one 
ability to connect to the internet via Wi - Fi or ethernet with detects , locates and tracks people in the camera's field of 
the ability to connect via a cellular network . 15 view . The second one relays this data to the server 20 over 

In one embodiment system 10 relies on an open source the internet . The following describes how each of these 
fully convoluted neural network , YOLOv2 , for detecting parent processes are unique to the system . 
objects of class “ people ” within an image and uses a In one embodiment data collection of system 10 draws 
proximity - based tracking algorithm to track people across upon the open source real - time object detection algorithm , 
image frames . In one embodiment system 10 builds on top 20 YOLOv2 , converted to C ++ programming language from its 
of open source . As a non - limiting example system 10 uses original version to support object - oriented programming . 
a YOLOv2 model that is open source neural network written Significant syntax changes and library linking issues were 
in C and CUDA . resolved in multiple functions and files to achieve this . 

In one embodiment the computer vision system includes : YOLOv2 is only capable of detecting objects in an image . 
a digital video camera 14 that captures a plurality of image 25 In one embodiment , system 10 tracks objects detected by 
frames of a target field of view . Processor 13 is coupled to YOLOv2 and exploits the Object - Oriented feature sup 
the camera 14. Processor 13 configured to perform acceler- ported only by the modified version of YOLOV2 in C ++ . 
ated parallel computations in real - time on the plurality of Tracking of people within the target field ( camera's view ) is 
image frames acquired by the camera 14 and relay the done based on shortest distance - based association , another 
outputs of those computations to a database on a set of 30 open source technique . The tracking IDs are randomly 
servers 20 , where the database 19 is connected to a web generated and associated with the people in the field , thus 
accessible user interface 38 which allows users to view and preserving their anonymity . 
interact with the data as well as add data and information System 10 provides data logging . Pixel location coordi 
that is stored in the database and visualized via the interface . nates of the detected people within the target field ( camera's 

The video feed captured by the camera 14 and relayed to 35 view ) , along with their unique tracking IDs are logged with 
the processor for processing and automated analysis but the timestamps in files that are stored locally in on - board 
video feed is never stored in system 10. The images are memory . The files are preserved until their contents have 
processed in real time and data regarding the space and its been successfully transmitted to the server 20 . 
occupants is extracted , and the next frames of the video In one embodiment a timestamped error logging is added 
overwrite those frames that were just processed . Only the 40 to system 10 to allow the user to understand the source of an 
data extracted from each frame is stored locally and / or error and perform required measures to fix them . 
relayed to the system servers 20 . In one embodiment , illustrated in FIG . 3 , a python script 
As a non - limiting example , system 10 does not store the running on the processor 13 in the system 10 is dedicated to 

video but processes images from the monitored field and relaying the log files , both data and error , to the server 20 . 
stores only the elements of the processed image that are 45 The script deletes the local copy of the files once they have 
relevant to the deployment . Not storing the video allows the been posted to the server 20. This frees up memory while 
user to create a reduced or redacted re - creation of the event , preventing data loss . The script indicates its successful 
activities and environment originally captured by the camera execution by turning on the BLUE color of the status LED . 
14 , with only the elements of interest remaining . In one In case of an error during the uploading process , the script 
embodiment , this reduced / redacted data is stored for analy- 50 turns off the BLUE color of the status LED , logs the cause 
sis , processed into a reduced / redacted image . for the malfunction , and continuously retries until the log 
As a non - limiting example , the reduced / redacted re - cre- files have been successfully transferred to the server . 

ation of the event is stored on the server 20 , which may be In one embodiment the data relay script has a child thread 
on client premises , in a public or private cloud , or on a that periodically checks for an image capture command from 
system server 20. As a non - limiting example , it is accessible 55 the user . If the user issues an image capture command from 
for replay or near real time streaming on one or more of : a the user interface 12 , the system 10 sets appropriate flags 
desktop , connected mobile device , wearable , including but alerting the data collection script to save the current frame 
not limited to heads up and immersive displays , and the like . of the camera view . Once the data collection script confirms 

In one embodiment the reduced / redacted data is processed a successful frame capture , the system 10 relays the image 
and played back to create a reduced / redacted video or a 60 frame to the server 20 where it is saved . Upon the successful 
reduced / redacted immersive environment . As a non - limiting completion of the transfer , the system 10 updates the local 
example , system 10 processing is used to capture space use flags , alerts the server 20 of the completion of the operation , 
and activity data using passive cameras 14 while maintain- and deletes the local copy of the image frame . The user can 
ing privacy and security of occupants . interact with the user interface 12 to access the image . If 

In one embodiment , in use during always on camera 14 65 there is a failure in image transfer , the system 10 logs the 
monitoring for specific event detection , is used to conform cause for malfunction and attempts to re - transmit the image 
with EU “ right to be forgotten ” legislation while maintain- until it is successful . 
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In one embodiment a memory management script runs interact with the system's user interface 12 remotely to 
parallel to the data collection and relay scripts that periodi- generate reports and visualizations that can help them audit 
cally checks the system 10 for memory overflows . Log files the asset under inspection . 
( data and error ) keep growing if the system has no access to In one embodiment system 10 builds on top of open 
the internet to post the data to the server . If the user fails to 5 source . As a non - limiting example system 10 uses a 
intervene and fix the issue , the system 10 runs out of YOLOv2 model that is open source neural network written 
memory and soon stops functioning . To prevent this from in C and CUDA . 
happening , a memory management script periodically In one embodiment a modification of YOLOV2 is used . 
checks the available system memory . If the available The user interface 12 provided by the system is instrumental 
memory dips below a certain number , which as a non- 10 in delivering different visualizations , statistics , and linking 
limiting example can be 0.5 Gb , the script deletes the most pixel data to the physical space . 
historic data log files until the total free space is over , as a Via the user interface 12 , a reference object in the field of 
non - limiting example 0.5 GB . This ensures that the system view is selected , and the dimensions of each side is then 
10 has sufficient memory to keep functioning as desired . determined . The dimensions of the object are initially input 

Referring to FIG . 4 , in one embodiment the system 10 is 15 by the user . But the grid - square size is not limited to this 
configured with cron , a time - based job scheduler . The cron dimensionit can be customized . 
has jobs , called cronjobs , to ensure that all the scripts are up The reference object is selected by the user using the 
and running . These cronjobs run periodically every minute system's user interface 12. The user inputs the dimensions of 
and restart any script that is not executing as desired . The each side of the reference object . Then a grid is overlaid 
system is designed to execute the cronjobs upon boot . 20 upon the static image . This grid is composed of grid squares 
The processor 13 executes various algorithms , including ( just like a chessboard ) with dimensions ( length and width ) 

but not limited to , the modified version of YOLOV2 in C ++ that match the actual size of the reference object , though the 
that provides a detection model for detecting people , prox- on - screen dimensions of the grid squares will / may vary due 
imity - based tracking ( open source ) , memory management to the perspective effect from the camera angle . The user can 
algorithm and the like . 25 expand or reduce the number of grid squares , while keeping 

In this case , the system 10 grabs a single image frame its dimensions constant , using the UI . The user may also 
from the camera 14 and saves it locally until it is transmitted sub - divide the grid into smaller grid squares and the system 
to the user after which the local copy is deleted . This feature will automatically / dynamically compute the new dimen 
of the system 10 allows the user to be aware of the target sions of each grid - square . ( application : to create precise 
field 16 that is being monitored and adjust the camera's 14 30 physical zones in the camera view ) , which provides a 
position if necessary , FIG . 5 . tracking of people . Once the grid is finalized , the UI will 

In one embodiment processor 13 is used to render 3D then have enough information to relate pixel locations of 
graphics . As a non - limiting example user interface 12 per- people into their plausible locations in the real - world frame . 
forms floating point operations ( as opposed to integer cal- Another application of this grid is to compute the distance 
culations ) . This specialized design enables processor 13 to 35 between two points selected by the user in the image frame 
render graphics more efficiently than even the fastest CPUs . using the dimension of a single grid square . The system 

In one embodiment processor 13 uses transistors to do computes the final size of each grid square based on the 
calculations related to 3D computer graphics . In addition to initial input from the user about the reference object . It can 
the 3D hardware , user interface 38 can include basic 2D then use this calculation to derive the physical distance 
acceleration and framebuffer capabilities . 40 between two points set buy the user in the static image using 

Because YOLOv2 is an object detection neural network , the user interface 12 . 
not a recognition method , and the tracking is purely based on The system 10 enhances security , does not do streaming , 
the position of people across frames , the system 10 protects and the camera in focus details is not important . 
the identity of the people in the target field 16. Additionally , System 10 only has a static image , and creates user 
the system 10 performs all the computations in real - time and 45 interface 12. From this a reference object is selected , and a 
on - site . No image or video is stored locally or on the cloud distance for each side is input by the user using user 
unless the user specifically requests the system for a single interface System 10 adds a layer of grid - squares to the 
frame view of the target field 16 . reference image where each grid square has the same 

This request is made through a physical interaction with dimensions as the reference object selected by the user . The 
the system user interface 12. When this happens , the system 50 user may customize the number of gridlines segmenting the 
10 grabs a single image frame from the camera 14 and saves camera view , the tracking of people , and system 10 will 
it locally until it is uploaded to the server 20. Once the dynamically compute the new dimensions of each grid 
system 10 confirms that the image is stored in the secure square . 
server 20 , it automatically deletes the local copy . The image The number of pixels in each grid square will vary , but the 
is made available to the user in the system user interface 12. 55 actual physical space represented by the grid - squares 
This feature of the system 10 allows the user to be aware of remains constant even though the grid - squares might appear 
the target field 16 that is being monitored and adjust the to be skewed in the camera view due to its deployment . 
camera's 14 position if necessary or create overlays and System performs calculations to determine a dynamic rela 
boundaries on the latest field of view 16 . tionship between the on - screen pixel locations and actual 

In one embodiment system 10 detects , locates and tracks 60 locations in the physical space . These calculations can relate 
people in the camera's field of view 16 in 2 - D pixel the motion of a person in 2D image to their movement in 3D 
coordinate format ( X , Y ) and sends this information , along physical space . As a person begins to move in the camera's 
with the tracking identifiers assigned to each detection , to view 16 , system 10 knows where the person moves in the 
the system server 20. The server 20 processes this data and real - world space despite the image distortion caused by 
calculates statistics including but not limited to : occupant 65 perspective . 
density , common movement pathways and trajectories , areas In one embodiment a physical change is made to hard 
and duration of dwell and motion , and the like . The user can ware components of system 10. In one embodiment , when 
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an action is taken there is a physical change to one or more As a non - limiting example , the LED's glow as follows : 
of : circuits ; power sources , relays ; change the way a device a . RED only : The system 10 has successfully detected the 
transmits images , radio power systems , and the like . camera and is performing detection and tracking of people 

Database 19 periodically monitors system 10 for data within the camera's field of view 16. However , the system 
relay . If database 19 fails to receive data from system 10 in 5 10 lacks access to the internet or has been unsuccessful in uploading the log files ( data and error ) to the server . over 24 hours or after a customized period of time as set by b . BLUE only : The system 10 has successfully established the user , database 19 notifies the user via email and / or text access to the internet and any attempt to upload log file ( data message . The user may verify if system 10 is active and and error ) to the server is successful . However , it has failed online using the status LED attached to it and intervene to detect a camera . 
accordingly . C. MAGENTA / PINK : The system 10 has successfully 

User interface 12 allows the user to interact with system detected the camera and is performing detection and track 
10 remotely through a virtual button that captures the ing of people within its view . It has also established con 
camera view . System 10 streams the static image to user nection to the internet and is successfully uploading log files 
interface 12 and provides the user with a visualization of the 15 d . Toggle GREEN —Single frame screenshot of camera field ( data and error ) to the server . 
field that system 10 is analyzing . of view is being saved as an image screenshot . As a non - limiting example , system 10 uses processor 13 e . OFF : The system 10 is experiencing total malfunction . If to perform an accelerated parallel computation in real - time the system 10 is powered on when this happens this indicates 
on a series of image frames acquired by the camera 14. The that the system is unable to detect the input camera source 
system 10 is capable of anonymously detecting and tracking 20 or connect to the internet . 
people within a target field that is captured by the camera 14 . As a non - limiting example system 10 can be used for a 
In one embodiment the system 10 relies on an open source variety of different applications , including but not limited to : 
fully convoluted neural network , which as a non - limiting detection of people and identification of their location in the 
example is YOLOV2 , for detecting objects of class , includ- field of view 16 as well as their actual physical location in 
ing but not limited to , “ people ” within an image and uses a 25 the space ; identification and quantification of group forma 
proximity - based tracking algorithm to track people across tion , physical closeness of group members , each group 
image frames . As a non - limiting example , cartesian pixel member's duration of stay in group ; identification of com 
coordinates of people are detected in a field of view 16 along mon movement pathways within a space ; identification of 
with unique numeric identifiers that are assigned to track common areas of dwell in a space ; identification of locations 
each individual within the field of view 16 , and relays the 30 in which “ collisions ” regularly occur ( two or more people 
information to the server 20 , which can be cloud based . As coming within a defined field of proximity , and for each 
a non - limiting example , the data is translated from a 2 - di- collision , a record of where each party came from , and their 
mensional camera plane into 3 - dimensional physical loca- paths of movement post “ collision ” ; identification and quan 
tions . tification of space use at a sub room level of granularity ; 
As a non - limiting example this can be achieved by first 35 identification and quantification of equipment or furniture 

grabbing an image from the camera 14 , and then running a use ; identification of the dimensions of a space from only a 
classification algorithm on the image . picture and a user input reference marker . The techniques 

In one embodiment , tracking is added to the YOLO code . and capabilities of the system can be applied to : space design 
As a non - limiting example this can be achieved by sending and planning ; accountability / objective measurement of 
it to an existing algorithm Yv , people are then detected in the 40 impact of architecture and design work ; chargebacks for 
image and tracking of the person is then added in the space . space , equipment and furniture use ; enforcing service level 
As a non - limiting example , it combines different open agreements for cleaners , service work , etc .; physical secu 
source codes in order to do the tracking ; each person is rity ; coaching and performance improvement ( movement 
detected in a bounding box . this is done by YOLO code ; the and pathway efficiency ) ; quantifying service and amenity 
x and y center of the box , the height and width of the box 45 use ; quantifying reaction to advertising ( dwell time , path 
is provided by YOLO , way adjustment etc. ) ; animal wellness and habitat / interven 

Referring to FIG . 6 , in one embodiment the system tion design ; emergency health and safety — evacuation 
software code runs multiple concurrent threads , each per- routes , evacuation assuredness , responder wayfinding ; uti 
forming a single task . The algorithm responsible for detect- lization and occupancy heatmaps , pathway tracking , and 
ing and tracking people executes independently of the 50 asset management , for spatial auditing and the like . 
algorithm that relays the data to the server 20. This ensures As a non - limiting example , the applications mentioned 
that a break in one section doesn't affect the rest of the above can be done in a variety of different ways , including 
system 10 , and makes the system 10 resistant to complete but not limited to : fully on premises behind a client firewall 
failure . The system 10 periodically checks to determine if all with user interface 12 locally hosted on client server ; on 
the software code is executing as desired at a minute 55 premises processing with throttled / limited bandwidth relay 
resolution using cronjobs . The system 10 ensures that any ( to prevent possible streaming ) to server for analysis , user 
errors encountered by it are recorded with timestamps so interface 12 hosted on cloud server ; on premises Camera 
that system administrator is aware of the source of malfunc- streaming video to cloud server for processing and analysis , 
tion and may promptly intervene as required . user interface 12 hosted on cloud server . 

In addition , there is a LED 22 , that can be a multi - color 60 As a non - limiting example with the use of a user interface 
LED 22 , attached to the system 10 whose color reflects the 12 the system 10 doesn't care about the pitch of the camera 
system's state , alerting the user of any malfunction . System 14. As long as camera 14 has a good view of the target field 
10 also monitors the amount of available memory and 16 system 10 does not care about how camera 14 is 
deletes data files that are no longer of use deployed . Camera 14 deployment doesn't depend on on - site 

In one embodiment LED 22 is an RGB LED that is 65 network for communication with the system . The user picks 
interfaced with a Nvidia board to indicate the status of the the four vertices of any object in the camera's field of view 
system 10 for the user . 16. This reference object should have four corners , pairs of 
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parallel edges in the physical world which appear to be point perspective representation of the reference object 
skewed in the camera's perspective , and have known dimen- selected by the user , system 10 overlays a grid of definite 
sions . As a non - limiting example , a reference object 24 is size over the reference image where , each grid unit has the 
any selected area of physical space within the camera's field same physical dimensions as the reference object . This grid 
of view which is identified by the user as the standard unit 5 aligns the 2 - D pixel coordinate space with the actual 3 - D 
of physical space division to be used for analysis . physical space . The location of each pixel in the image plane 

In one embodiment data , in - coming from camera 12 , is can be translated into physical locations . 
protected and privacy is maintained . In one embodiment the The grid units can be further subdivided into more granu 
processing of a camera image is performed on - site , not in the lar units to provide a more precise location in the physical 
cloud or a remote location . Instead the camera image is 10 world . The system is robust and flexible to user customiza 
received at a box 26 deployed on the premises . tions and abstracts the mathematical computations from the 

In one embodiment a single image frame from the camera user , it provides the user with the final count of the number 
is taken and relayed to the user interface via the server in of grid units defining the space , and the dimensions of each 
order to make sure that camera 12 is still in line with a grid unit . There is a lot of scope to improve the features of 
reference object ( points ) 28 . 15 the system , some of which include , but not limited to : 

In one embodiment , a gyroscope or accelerator is at In one embodiment there is no need for a physical 
camera 12 to see if camera 12 has shifted from its original connection between the source of image input and the 
position from which it captured the initial shot that served as system 10. As a non - limiting example this can be achieved 
the camera view reference . This is because system 10 by establishing a private local network between the camera 
doesn't stream video . 20 14 and the system 10 to stream the video to the system 10 

System 10 does not stream video and maintains privacy for processing . In one embodiment an internet enabled 
but also knows that the reference points 28 are in the same camera 14 is used the feed from the camera 14 is fed to a 
location . As a non - limiting example , this can be achieved remotely located system 10 , or a video file is uploaded using 
through hardware , including but not limited to : an acceler- the system user interface 12 for processing . 
ometer 30 or identification of some other reference object or 25 In another embodiment an inertial measurement unit 
marker on a target field 16 and comparison of the current ( IMU ) 36 is coupled to the input camera 14 to constantly 
detected location of the reference object / marker to the stored monitor its orientation and promptly alert the user or the 
location coordinates at a set frequency , which as a non- system administrator if there is any change in its position . As 
limiting example can be constantly . As a non - limiting a non - limiting example , a 6 DOF IMU can be used to 
example , 6 DOF IMU ( instead of an accelerometer 30 ) , is 30 measure the orientation of the camera 14 along the x , y , z 
used to understand how the camera has moved , including but plane , and its pitch , yaw and roll angles . This information is 
not limited to pitch , yaw , roll , x , y , z and the like . useful during camera installation , or in understanding the 
As a non - limiting example of constantly , the system exact amount by which the camera 14 has moved . 

periodically compares the features within a user selected In one embodiment a “ view stitching ” feature is added to 
reference region on the static image using user interface 12 35 the system 10 that enables an individual system to process 
across frames . This reference region is assumed to be free of the video from multiple camera sources and present it to the 
occlusions at all times . Therefore , any difference in the user as a single seamlessly stitched panoramic view of the 
pixels within the reference region constitutes a change in the total target field . 
camera's 14 view and position . Any change in its position In one embodiment a memory management script is 
constitutes a change in the camera's 14 position . As a 40 modified to delete alternate historic files instead of statically 
non - limiting example , the user may be alerted immediately deleting the oldest file in the system to maintain coherence 
through email , text message and the like . This allows the of historic data . 
user to intervene and take action to either update the user In one embodiment a proximity - based tracking method is 
interface 12 with the new view of the camera 14 , or revert shifted to a predictive tracking technique that considers the 
its position to the old view . No video is stored anywhere at 45 person's historic movement pattern . This improves the 
any point of time . tracking efficiency especially in crowded spaces with high 

In one embodiment an on - line interface 12 is provided . density of collisions , crossovers , and grouping . 
Interface 12 includes one or more activation mechanisms , It is to be understood that the present disclosure is not to 
including but not limited to a button that is used to obtain a be limited to the specific examples illustrated and that 
static image of what the camera 14 sees . Although system 10 50 modifications and other examples are intended to be 
does not stream video , it is not blind and provides the user included within the scope of the appended claims . Moreover , 
with a snapshot of the camera's view through the capture although the foregoing description and the associated draw 
and relay of static image streamed to the server 20 upon the ings describe examples of the present disclosure in the 
user's command . The user can create custom zones 34 on the context of certain illustrative combinations of elements 
static image using the user interface 12. As a non - limiting 55 and / or functions , it should be appreciated that different 
example these different zones can overlay as different layers , combinations of elements and / or functions may be provided 
as illustrated in FIG . 7 . by alternative implementations without departing from the 
As previously mentioned , in one embodiment system 10 scope of the appended claims . Accordingly , parenthetical 

provides for people detection , relay and infield coordinates reference numerals in the appended claims are presented for 
in pixels . As a non - limiting example , the tracking of people 60 illustrative purposes only and are not intended to limit the 
within a space is completely anonymous . Tracking IDs are scope of the claimed subject matter to the specific examples 
unique numeric identifiers that are generated at random and provided in the present disclosure . 
associated with each individual detected in the camera view . 
Each new person in a field , including re - entry into the field What is claimed is : 
following an exit , is assigned a new tracking ID . 1. A computer vision system , comprising : 
The pixel coordinates can be translated to location in a camera that captures a plurality of image frames in a 

physical space . As a non - limiting example , using a two- target field ; 
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a processor coupled to the camera , the processor config- 19. The system of claim 18 , wherein , further comprising : 
ured to receive the plurality of image frames and detect a data collection system that draws on a real - time object 
occupants in the space from the image frames , assign detection algorithm to support object - oriented pro 
an ID and a location for each person in a field of view , gramming . 
an input image or a series of input images are processed 5 20. The system of claim 19 , wherein the external USB 
by the processor for occupant detection and location , expansion hub 34 connects the camera which is a USB and occupants visible in the image are assigned IDs and camera that serves as a source of input to the system and locations in the image frame ; powers the cellular - to - ethernet router . a user interface that allows for a determination of a 21. The system of claim 20 , wherein the external USB reference object including one or more of : shape , 10 expansion hub enables the system to use a cellular network dimensions , and location in the image ; to connect to the internet and communicate with the server . a server that calculates the dimensions of the actual 

space shown in the input image based on the refer 22. The system of claim 20 , wherein the LED's provide 
ence object information , calculates distances a visual confirmation that the system is running and provides 
between any and all : detected occupants , and clas- 15 a notification of system malfunction . 
sifies each occupant as being within a determined 23. The system of claim 22 , wherein the LED's diagnose 
area of interest ; and and a source of malfunction . 

wherein in response to input images processed by the 24. The system of claim 23 , wherein the router converts 
processor and the dimensions of the actual space the the cellular network to Ethernet and connects the system to 
system detects and tracks animal wellness and habi- 20 the server . 
tat / intervention design . 25. The system of claim 24 , wherein the system connects 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the images are pro- to the server through the cellular network . 
cessed in real time . 26. The system of claim 14 , wherein the embedded 

3. The system of claim 1 , wherein only data extracted platform configured to runs an open source fully convoluted 
from each frame is stored locally and / or relayed to system 25 neural network for detecting objects of class “ people ” within 

an image and uses a proximity - based tracking algorithm to 
4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system detects and track people across the image frame . 

tracks animal habitat . 27. The system of claim 26 , wherein the logic resources 5. The system of claim 4 , wherein the system detects and have first and second parent processes running concurrently . 
tracts animal intervention design . 28. The system of claim 27 , wherein the first process 6. The system of claim 5 , wherein the system detects collects location and tracks data of the people detected in the animal health and safety . field . 7. The system of claim 6 , wherein the system detects 
animal evacuation routes . 29. The system of claim 28 , wherein the second process 

8. The system of claim 7 , wherein the system detects 35 relays the data to the server over the internet . 
animal evacuation assuredness . 30. The system of claim 27 , wherein the logic resources 

9. The system of claim 7 , wherein the system detects draw upon an open source real - time object detection algo 
animal responder wayfinding . rithm converted to C ++ programming language from its 

10. The system of claim 1 , further comprising : original C version to support object - oriented programming . 
extended universal serial bus ( “ USB ” ) ports . 31. The system of claim 30 , wherein the real - time object 
11. The system of claim 10 , further comprising : detection algorithm is only capable of detecting objects in an 
an embedded processor power supply . image . 
12. The system of claim 11 , further comprising : 32. The system of claim 31 , wherein a tracking of people 
a cellular - to - ethernet conversion router . within a target field of the camera is done based on a shortest 
13. The system of claim 12 , further comprising ; 45 distance - based association . 
a USB expansion hub . 33. The system of claim 32 , wherein tracking of people 
14. The system of claim 13 , further comprising : provides tracking identifications ( “ IDs ” ) that are randomly 
an embedded platform configured to run logic resources . generated and associated with the people in the field . 
15. The system of claim 14 , further comprising : 34. The system of claim 33 , wherein the system provides a plurality of LEDs configured to provided system status 50 data logging . 

indication . 35. The system of claim 34 , wherein the system provides 16. The system of claim 15 , wherein the logic resources the pixel location coordinates of detected people within a include a neural network for detecting objects of class 
people within an image , and uses a proximity - based tracking target field that is a camera's view , along with their unique 

tracking IDs . algorithm to track people across the image frames . 
17. The system of claim 16 , wherein the logic resources 36. The system of claim 35 , wherein the pixel locations 

include two parent processes running concurrently . and the tracking IDs are logged with timestamps in files that 
are stored locally in memory . 18. The system of claim 17 , wherein the two parent 

processes run concurrently , where a first one processes , 37. The system of claim 36 , wherein the files are pre 
served until their contents have been transmitted to the collects location and tracks data of people detected in the 60 

target field , and the second one relays this data to the server 
over the internet . 
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